
What can Grassmann, Hamilton and Cli�ordtell us about Computer Vision and RoboticsEduardo Bayro-Corrochano?, Joan Lasenbyz, Gerald Sommer ?? Computer Science Institute, Christian Albrechts University, Kiel, Germany.email: edb,gs@informatik.uni-kiel.d400.dezDepartment of Engineering, Trumpington Street, Cambridge CB2 1PZ.email: jl@eng.cam.ac.ukAbstract. Geometric algebra is a universal mathematical language whichprovides very comprehensive techniques for analyzing the complex geo-metric situations occurring in robotics and computer vision. The appli-cation of the 4D motor algebra for the linearization of the the hand-eyecalibration problem is presented. Geometric algebra and its associatedlinear algebra framework is a very elegant language to express all theideas of projective geometry. Using purely geometric derivations, theconstraints for point and line correspondences in n-views and projectiveinvariants are computed.1 IntroductionW. K. Cli�ord (1876) de�ned the so called geometric product in an attempt tomerge the algebra of the extension of H. Grassman (1877) with its quantitativeinterpretation of numbers and the algebra of the quaternions of W.R. Hamilton(1843) with its operational interpretation of numbers. The Cli�ord algebra iswell known to pure mathematicians, but were long ago abandoned by physicistsin favour of the vector algebra of Gibbs, which is indeed what is most commonlyused today in most areas of physics. The approach to Cli�ord algebra we adopthere was pioneered in the 1960's by David Hestenes [4] who has, since then,worked on developing his version of Cli�ord algebra { which will be referred to asgeometric algebra { into a unifying language for mathematics and physics. In thispaper we will specify a geometric algebra Gn of the n-dimensional space by Gp;q;r,where p, q and r stand for the number of basis vectors which squares to 1, -1 and0 respectively and ful�ll n=p+q+r. Its even subalgebra will be characterized byG+p;q;r. In robotics, the emphasis of this paper is that of the hand-eye calibrationusing motion of lines. For computer vision geometric algebra provides a verynatural language for non-metrical projective geometry and algebra of incidence.Using n uncalibrated cameras the constraints for point and line correspondencesand projective invariants are computed.



2 Modelling the 3D Motion of Points, Lines and PlanesIn this section we present the modelling of the 3D motion of basic geometricentities using the algebra of the motors G+3;0;1. Firstly we summarize the dualexpressions derived in [1] for points q = 1 + ix, planes � = n + id and linesld = n+ im, where the real part can be seen as the line direction and the dualpart as the moment of the the line.The motion of a point can be represented asM (1 + ix) ~M = TR(1 + ix) ~RT = 1 + i(Rx ~R + t) (1)and of the linela =Mlb ~M = Rnb ~R + i(Rnb ~R0 +R0nb ~R +Rmb ~R): (2)The motion of a plane can be seen as the motion of the dual of the pointM (n+ id) ~M = Rn ~R+ i(d+ (Rn ~R) � t): (3)3 Motors for hand-eye calibration as a case of motion oflinesThe well known hand-eye equation �rstly formulated by Shiu and Ahmad [5]reads AX = XB (4)where A = A1A�12 and B = B1B�12 express the elimination of the transforma-tion hand-base to world. Equation (4) can be reformulated as A�12 A1Y = YB.Now ifA�12 A1 is written as a function of the projection parameters it is possibleto get an expression fully independent of the intrinsic parameters C, i.e.A�12 A1 = "N�12 N1 N�12 (n1 � n2)0T 1 # = "R t0T 1# : (5)Taking into consideration the selected matrices and relations, this result allowsanyway to consider the formulation of the hand-eye problem again with thestandard equation (4) which can be solved in terms of motors asMAMX =MXMB (6)where MA = A+ iA0, MB = B + iB0 and MX = R + iR0. According to thecongruence theorem of Chen [3] in this kind of problem the rotation angle and



pitch of MA and MB remain invariant through out all the hand movements.Thus the consideration of this information can be neglected. It su�ces to regardthe rotation axis of the involved motors, i.e. the previous equation is reducedas the motion of the line axis of the hand towards the line axis of the camera.For that we can use the equation (2) for the computation of the real and dualcomponents of lA, i.e.lA = a + ia0 = Rb ~R+ i(Rb ~R0 +Rb0 ~R+R0b ~R): (7)After some simple manipulations according the relation ~RR0 + ~R0R =0 we getthe following matrix" a � b [a+ b]� 03�1 03�3a0 � b0 [a0 + b0]� a� b [a+ b]�#" RR0# = 0 (8)where the matrix - we will call S - is a 6� 8 matrix and the vector of unknowns(RT ;R0T ) is 8-dimensional. Recall that we have two constraints on the unknownsso that the result is a unit dual rotor withR ~R = 1 and RR0 = 0: (9)Suppose now that n � 2 motions are given. We construct the 6n� 8 matrixT = hST1 ST2 : : : STn iT (10)which in the noise-free case has rank 6 and compute the singular value decom-position (SVD) of T = U�V T , where � is a diagonal matrix with the singularvalues, the columns of U are the left singular vectors, and the columns of V arethe right singular vectors. If the rank is 6 than the last two right singular vectorsv7 and v8 - corresponding to the two vanishing singular values - span the nullspace of T . We write them as composed of two 4 � 1 vectors v7T = (uT1 ;vT1 )and v8T = (uT2 ;vT2 ). A vector (RT ;R0T ) satisfying T (RT ;R0T )T = 0 must bea linear combination of v7 and v8, hence" RR0 # = �1 "u1v1 #+ �2 "u2v2 # :The two degrees of freedom are �xed by the constraints (9) which imply twoquadratic equations in �1 and �2 which can be solved after simple algebraicmanipulations. The computational algorithm and more technical details of thisapproach can be found in [1].



4 Point and line linear constraintsIn this section we will outline the geometric algebra approach to the analy-sis of point and line correspondences between two and three cameras. For theprojective space P 3 we choose the geometric algebra G1;3;0 [2]. Let (a1;a2;a3)(b1; b2; b3), (c1; c2; c3) de�ne the image planes in views 1, 2, 3 and let a0, b0, c0be the corresponding optical centres. We start with the well understood case oftwo cameras.4.1 Two cameras: the bilinear or epipolar constraintNow, the epipolar constraint is simply that a0, b0, a0i, b0i are coplanar if a0i andb0i are projections of the same world point. This can be concisely written asLA ^LB = 0 where LA = A0 ^A0i and LB = B0 ^B0i or [A0B0A0iB0i] = 0. Thelatter expressed in terms of the A0i; B0i[A0B0(�i1A1+�i2A2+�i3A3)(�i1B1+ �i2B2+ �i3B3)] = �iT ~F�i = 0: (11)4.2 Three cameras: the trilinear constraintsFor point correspondences in three views we also have constraints of the followingform;LA^f�Bi _ �Cjg = 0; LB^f�Ai _ �Cjg = 0; LC^f�Ai _ �Bjg = 0 (12)where �Ak, �Bk and �Ck are planes through the optical centres of views 1,2 and 3 and through the world point Pi de�ned by �Ak = A0^Ak^A0i etc. So,the �rst constraint in equation (12) is simply saying that line LA and the line ofintersection of planes �Bi and �Cj must intersect at a point { this point being P(drop subscript i on P , A0 etc.), see Figure 1. Let us express this �rst constraintin terms of R4 vectorsLA^f�Bi _ �Cjg = (A0^A0)^f(B0 ^Bi ^B0) _ (C0 ^Cj ^C0)g = 0: (13)The points can be also expanded in terms of the R4 vectors A0 = �1A1+�2A2+�3A3, B0 = �1B1+�2B2+�3B3 and C0 = �1C1+�2C2+�3C3.We can thereforewrite B0^Bi^B0�l(B0^Bi^Bl) � �l�Bil and C0^Cj^C0 = �m(C0^Cj^Cm) ��m�Cjm,where we have now renamed the planes �11 etc. as given above. Theconstraint in equation (13) can now be written as�k(A0^Ak)^f�l�m(�Bil _ �Cjm)g = 0 (14)



Fig. 1. The joint of a line with the resultant line of two intersecting planes.which can be put into the tensor form~T ijklm�k�l�m = 0 (15)where ~T ijklm = [A0Ak(�Bil _ �Cjm)]: (16)This is equivalent to the trilinear constraint.4.3 Line correspondences between three camerasSuppose we have world points P1 and P2, whose R4 representations are P 1 andP 2. The line L12 joining P 1 and P 2 can be expressed as L12 = P 1^P 2. L12projects down to lines in the three image planes we shall call LA12 = A01^A02,LB12 = B01^B02 and LC12 = C01^C02.As before, we can expand A0i as �i1A1 + �i2A2 + �i3A3. LA12 can then beexpanded in terms of the `basis bivectors' LAk as follows LA12 = lkLAk , whereLA1 = A2^A3, LA2 = A3^A1 and LA3 = A1^A2 and l1 = �12�23 � �13�22 etc.Similarlywe have LB12 = l0lLBl and LC12 = l00mLCm. To arrive at a constraint betweenthe lines in the image planes we note that the line L12 = P 1̂ P 2 can be expressedas the meet of the planes (B0^B01^B02) and (C0^C01^C02). Also LA12 = A01^A02can be written as the meet of planes (A0^P 1^P 2) and (A1^A2^A3). Wetherefore have the identityA01^A02 = fA0^f(B0^B01^B02) _ (C0^C01^C02)gg _ (A1^A2^A3): (17)Using the expansions in terms of the line coe�cients this reduces tolkLAk = fA0^fl0l�Bl _ l00m�Cmgg _ (A1^A2^A3) (18)



where �B1 = B0^B2^B3, etc.. Using the de�nition of the meet we can form theexpression lkLAk = l0ll00mf[A0f�Bl _ �CmgAn]LAng. From this it is clear that therelationship between the l's islk = l0ll00m[A0f�Bl _ �CmgAk] = l0ll00mTklmfrom the de�nition of ~T in terms of Hartley's tensor.5 Projective InvariantsThis section shows the power of geometric algebra by computing a well knowninvariant which results when we consider six 3D points Pi, i = 1; ::; 6 in generalposition, represented by vectors fxi;Xig in E3 and R4 respectively. 3D pro-jective invariants can be formed from these points, and an example of such aninvariant is Inv = [X1X2X3X4][X4X5X2X6][X1X2X4X5][X3X4X2X6] : (19)It will be highly desirable to compute the brackets [XiXjXkXl] simply in termsof image coordinates of points Pi; Pj; Pk; Pl; in order to compute thisinvariant straightforwardly. Consider the scalar S1234 formed from the bracketof 4 pointsS1234 = [X1X2X3X4] = (X1̂ X2̂ X3^X4)I4�1 = (X1̂ X2)̂ (X3^X4)I4�1: (20)The quantities (X1 ^ X2) and (X3 ^ X4) represent the line joining points P1and P2, and P3 and P4. Let the projection of points fPig through the centres ofprojection onto the image planes be given by the vectors fa0ig and fb0ig whichare ordinary vectors in E3. The representations of these vectors in R4 will beAi;Bi;A0i;B0i:::, etc. In [2] it is shown that the bracket of these 4 points (in R4)can be equated asS1234 = [X1X2X3X4] � [A0B0A01234B01234]: (21)Thus, when we take ratios of brackets to form our invariants we must ensurethat, if we want to express the brackets in the form of equation (21), the samedecomposition of Xi^Xj must occur in the numerator and denominator so thatthese arbitrary factors cancel. In the case of Inv, we haveInv = f(X1^X2)^(X3^X4)gI4�1f(X4^X5)^(X2^X6)gI4�1f(X1^X2)^(X4^X5)gI4�1f(X3^X4)^(X2^X6)gI4�1 : (22)



The problem of how to express such invariants in observed coordinates stillremains. This is not a trivial task as this invariant has been derived in 3D usingthe 4D de�nition of the fundamental matrix and it needs to be transferred to3D. Expanding the bracket in equation(21) by expressing the intersection pointsin terms of the A's and B's and de�ning a matrix ~F such that~Fij = [A0B0AiBj] (23)and vectors �1234 = (�1234;1; �1234;2; �1234;3) and �1234 = (�1234;1; �1234;2; �1234;3).It is easy to see that we can write S1234 = �T 1234 ~F�1234 . The ratioInv = (�T 1234 ~F�1234)(�T 4526 ~F�4526)(�T 1245 ~F�1245)(�T 3426 ~F�3426) (24)is therefore seen to be an invariant. Now if we de�ne ~F by~Fkl = (Ak �4)(Bl �4)Fkl (25)then it follows that �ik ~Fkl�il = (A0i �4)(B0i �4)�ikFkl�il: (26)If F is estimated then an ~F de�ned as in equation (25) will also act as a funda-mental matrix in R4. Now let us look again at the invariant Inv. According tothe above, we can write the invariant asInv = (�T 1234F�1234)(�T 4526F�4526)�1234�4526(�T 1245F�1245)(�T 3426F�3426)�1245�3426 (27)where �pqrs = (A0pqrs �4)(B0pqrs �4): (28)By expressing A01234 as the intersection of the line joining A01 and A02 withthe plane through A0;A03;A04 we can projective split and equate terms to give(A01234�4)(A04526�4)(A03426�4)(A01245�4) = �1245(�3426 � 1)�4526(�1234 � 1) : (29)The values of � are readily obtainable from the images. The factors B0pqrs�4 arefound in a similar way so that if b01234 = �1234b04+(1��1234)b03 etc., the overallexpression for the invariant becomesInv = (�T 1234F�1234)(�T 4526F�4526)(�T 1245F�1245)(�T 3426F�3426) �1245(�3426� 1)�4526(�1234� 1) :�1245(�3426 � 1)�4526(�1234 � 1) : (30)Thus, to summarize, given the coordinates of a set of 6 corresponding pointsin the two image planes (where these 6 points are projections from arbitraryworld points but with the assumption that they are not coplanar) we can form3D projective invariants provided we have some estimate of F .



6 ConclusionsThis paper has focused in the geometry and algebra of 3D and 4D spaces whichare necessary for the representation and manipulation of basic geometric entitiesrequired in robotics and computer vision. In the case of the hand-eye calibra-tion when the 3D representation is extended to the 4-D space using the motoralgebra the problem of computing the unknown motion becomes linear. In com-puter vision geometric algebra does not need to invoke the standard conceptsof classical projective geometry, all that is needed is the idea of the projectivesplit relating the quantities in R4 to quantities in our 3D world and the alge-bra of incidence. The case of computing linear constraints and invariants usingn uncalibrated cameras is elegantly carried out. Here the duality principle andprojective split help to reduce the complexity of the computation. It have beenseen by the problems treated in this paper that geometric algebra indeed has apowerful representation capability and a strong geometric basis. That is why theauthors believe that it is a competitive language to provide a uni�ed approach[6] for the design and implementation of visual guided autonomous systems.Eduardo Bayro-Corrochano is supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft project SO320-2-1 \Geometrische Algebra ein Repr�asentationsrahmen f�ur den Wahrnehmungs-Handlungs-Zyklus"and Joan Lasenby by a Royal Society University Research Fellowship.References1. Daniilidis K. and Bayro-Corrochano E. The dual quaternion approach to hand-eyecalibration. IEEE Proceedings of ICPR'96 Viena, Austria, Vol. I, pages 318-322,August, 1996.2. Lasenby, J., Bayro-Corrochano, E., Lasenby, A. and Sommer, G. 1996. A NewMethodology for the Computation of Invariants in Computer Vision. CambridgeUniversity, CUED/F-INENG/TR.244.3. Chen H. A screw motion approach to uniqueness analysis of head-eye geometry.In IEEE Conf. Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, pages 145{151, Maui,Hawaii, June 3-6, 1991.4. Hestenes, D. 1986. A uni�ed language for mathematics and physics. Cli�ordalgebras and their applications in mathematical physics. Eds. J.S.R. Chisolm andA.K. Common, D.Reidel, Dordrecht, p1.5. Shiu Y.C. and Ahmad S. Calibration of wrist-mounted robotic sensors by solvinghomogeneous transform equations of the form AX = XB. IEEE Trans. Roboticsand Automation, 5:16{27, 1989.6. Sommer G., Bayro-Corrochano E. and B�ulow T. 1997. Geometric algebra as aframework for the perception{action cycle. Workshop on Theoretical Foundationof Computer Vision, Dagstuhl, March 13-19, 1996, Springer Wien.


